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The FINE+RARE team outside Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat

In between lockdowns, we sent a small group out to

Burgundy to taste the 2019 vintage. This trip – like so
many things in 2020 – was different, with face masks,
hand sanitiser and social distancing. But the wines
shone throughout; the region’s vignerons unable to
disguise their joy at the remarkable wines 2019 produced.
The vintage, however, is bittersweet for the humble
winegrowers of the Côte d’Or; the amazing quality
countered by a meagre crop, leaving cellars a little less
full than normal. Nevertheless, each visit cemented
our view of the vintage; this is a classical year with
outstanding concentration, balance and consistency.
The following pages are the result of our tastings
and conversations in Burgundy’s cellars: a run-down
of the year and the wines it produced, as well as our
recommendations for your collection. Alongside more
straightforward reports on the growing season, the
wines and our pick of the vintage, we also take a look
at a few of the larger issues facing the region today. On
page 39, Jasper Morris MW scrapes below the surface
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of the region’s vineyards to investigate a rootstock that’s
thought to be killing vines. In a year that draws a line
in the sand for global warming, Sophie Thorpe talks to
producers about how they’re adapting to their changing
climate (page 35), while on page 27 Gavin Smith
considers the winemaker’s imprint on Burgundy today –
asking whether stylistic choices in the cellar, such as the
use of whole-bunch fermentation, define the wines more
than the conditions of a given year.
Tasting the 2019s offered a reminder of the power
of great wine: the excitement of pulling the cork, the
conversations that unfurl alongside each glass, as the
bottle reveals its complexity and potential, telling the
story of a particular moment in time. It’s one of the few
constancies in a time of great uncertainty.
We’ll be releasing the wines gradually over the coming
months (indeed, some have already been offered);
given the year’s low yields, please contact your Account
Manager to register interest in particular wines.
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CHAPTER

OUR FAVOURITES

Louis Jadot

There was no shortage of brilliant wine in 2019 – and narrowing down a list
of favourites from the many superb wines we tasted wasn’t easy.
These 10, however, are our pick of the year’s crop

2019 MEURSAULT, PREMIER CRU,
LES GOUTTES D’OR, LOUIS JADOT
Les Gouttes d’Or is one of the cooler Premier Cru sites
in Meursault and therefore excels in warmer vintages.
It was certainly one of our picks from Louis Jadot in
2019. It has a beautifully rich golden colour and a lovely
expressive florality on the nose. It is pure opulence on
the palate, full-bodied, exhibiting huge, spherical breadth
which fills the palate. Honeyed melon, yellow plum and
white peach fruit are in abundance but the wine tightens
up nicely on the finish. This is a wonderfully intense
and serious Chardonnay.
2019 SAINT-AUBIN, PREMIER CRU, LA
CHATENIÈRE, DOMAINE JOSEPH COLIN
The talented Joseph Colin (brother of Pierre-Yves
Colin Morey) continues to impress with his superb
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range of whites. This dry, stony plot gets an hour less
sun, shielded from the rising sun by the slopes of En
Remilly/Dents de Chien – an hour that makes a huge
difference in the resulting wine, which was a stand-out
from the range. On the nose, it’s pretty, floral, dainty
and mineral, while the palate is soft and supple, with
the most extraordinary silken texture. By contrast, the
flavour profile is tightly wound, with a mineral line,
concentrated citrus and subtle white blossom. Ethereal
yet powerful, it will be a joy to watch this evolve.
2019 PULIGNY-MONTRACHET, PREMIER
CRU, CLOS DE LA MOUCHÈRE,   	
DOMAINE HENRI BOILLOT
Guillaume Boillot is particularly pleased with the
2019s – with their perfect balance and, for the whites,
a real floral character that runs through the range. The
four-hectare monopole vineyard Clos de la Mouchère
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is always a favourite – this sub-section of Perrières
producing a particularly honeyed expression of the site.
There’s a real roundness to the wine in 2019; it’s soft,
intense and long. Vibrant citrus fruit and minerality
drives the wine, but there’s a suppleness that surrounds
a core of real energy. With air, notes of white nectarine,
acacia honey and freshly cut hay emerge – adding
richness and weight. Particularly concentrated and fine.

2019 CLOS DE LA ROCHE, GRAND CRU,
DOMAINE GEORGES LIGNIER
Benoît Stelhy believes 2019 is “amazing”, the vintage of
his career – or at least he did until 2020 arrived. No less,
the 2019s here are superb, although there’s sadly not a
lot of them – with yields down by up to 50%. His Clos
de la Roche really shone at our tasting. Delicate florals
combine with crunchy red fruit to make a truly delicious
wine. It’s intense, with the tannins building subtly in the
mouth – they’re round and soft, yet coat the cheeks and
gums. The sweetness of the new oak (40%) cloaks the
dark fruit, while the palate has a savoury freshness thanks

Benoît Stelhy at
Domaine Georges Lignier
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to the whole-bunch (30%). It finishes long, with a chalky
line and redcurrant bite.

2019 VOSNE-ROMANÉE, PREMIER CRU,
LES SUCHOTS, DOMAINE LAMARCHE
Nicole Lamarche has no doubt made some of the
most ethereal reds in the vintage. Picking at least
a week earlier than many of her neighbours, all
her wines sit comfortably below 13.6% alcohol.
Her winemaking is reliant on her continual tasting
of fruit, must and wine to dictate her vinification
processes. Every cuvée is approached differently.
Despite this bespoke approach, the consistency
across the board is commendable. It makes it difficult
to pick a favourite in the range but her Suchots is
incredibly serious – competing with wines 10 times
its value. It is an endorphin-releasing Pinot Noir
in which the purity of fruit and exceptional balance
leaves you forgetting about flavour and thinking
about feeling. It reminds you how good red Burgundy
can be with fantastic terroir and an adept hand.

Tasting at
Domaine Lamarche
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2019 BEAUNE-GRÈVES, PREMIER CRU,
LE VIGNE DE L’ENFANT JÉSUS,
BOUCHARD PÈRE & FILS
Frédéric Weber at Bouchard thinks 2019 is “a huge
vintage for the future” – and the domaine’s iconic Vigne
de l’Enfant Jésus is case in point. This section of Les
Grèves Premier Cru is the “filet mignon” of the vineyard
– the most desirable section, right in the middle of
the slope, with well-drained gravelly soil which tends
to ripen earlier. The resulting wine has a distinct spicy,
floral nose – think black pepper, cloves and violets, with
a toasty edge. There’s real richness and weight, with a
luxurious creaminess to the wine on the palate, which is
laden with blackberry fruit, cut by chalky minerality and
juicy raspberries. Vibrant, balanced and concentrated
with seamless tannins, this is superb.
2019 CHAMBERTIN CLOS-DE-BÈZE,
GRAND CRU, OLIVIER BERNSTEIN
The wines of Olivier Bernstein are a masterclass in
dynamism. The wines feel so alive when you taste them.
It’s hard not to admire Olivier Bernstein’s honesty when
he says how each of his cuvées take it in turns to show
up: one week the Clos de la Roche might be flexing its
muscles, another week it is the Mazis-Chambertin.The

Olivier Bernstein's winery in Beaune

Chambertin Clos-de-Bèze was one of the highlights
of a spectacular set of Grands Crus in 2019, a vintage
Bernstein believes to be his best, effortlessly ticking all
the boxes for what you want in a Grand Cru. The tannin
structure is built like a cathedral, so detailed and compact,
while at the same time fleshing out on the back-palate and
providing so much breadth. The berry fruit remains precise
and fresh, and distinctly red-fruited, while the finish is
sapid and saline. It is truly a magical wine.
2019 VOSNE-ROMANÉE, PREMIER CRU,
LES MALCONSORTS, DOMAINE DU CLOS
FRANTIN, ALBERT BICHOT

Les Malconsorts in Vosne-Romanée
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The Albert Bichot wines continue to improve under
Alain Serveau’s stewardship. They are the largest owners
of Malconsorts, with 1.76 hectares of this excellent
Premier Cru. In 2019, there’s something almost imperial
about the wine – both sophisticated and opulent. The
nose fills with a richness of red cherries, complemented
by a touch of plum. The palate is intense and tight, the
tannins fine and supple. Laden with ripe, bright red berry
fruit and juicy acidity, it’s a gorgeous wine in 2019.
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2019 CLOS DES LAMBRAYS,
GRAND CRU, DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS
Domaine des Lambrays’s flagship site is almost but not
quite a monopole, with an ouvrée – less than 0.2 of the
total 8.84 hectares – at the bottom of the clos belonging
to Taupenot-Merme. Yields here were down to a measly
15hl/ha in 2019 – although winemaker Jacques Devauges
assigns this partly to their ongoing conversion to organics,
but the quality is clearly there. Most of the vines (71%)
date from between 1898 and 1935, while the lowest
section of the vineyard is 40 years old, and 3% of the vines
are spritely 20-somethings. It was fascinating tasting
the three sections of this large Grand Cru separately
and then as a blend, seeing how each one contributes
its own character. There’s the exoticism of the side near
Clos de Tart; the more angular, structured and firmer
top section; and the intense, vibrant fruit of the lowest
part of the vineyard. Combined, the wine has remarkable
concentration – much more than a sum of its parts,
building gradually on the palate with layer upon layer of
bold, blueberry fruit and sweet-savoury spice, yet plenty
of the vintage’s moreish acidity. As Jacques said rather
modestly, “You want to drink it.” We might be inclined to
go a little further, given the quality and ageing potential
on show here – but it’s hard to resist now.

2019 CORTON, CLOS DES CORTONS   
FAIVELEY, GRAND CRU, DOMAINE FAIVELEY
Faiveley today is the sixth-largest domaine in Burgundy
and, despite its expanding size, the wines are only getting
better – most notably with a change in winemaking from
2006, shifting to a much lighter touch during extraction.
The renovation of their magnificent winemaking facilities
in Nuits-Saint-Georges has also improved their ability
to find detail and distinct personality in each of their
wines. With huge barrel cellars, they are also able to
extend élevage to 16 or 18 months, creating wines with
great volume and integration. The true star of their
extensive collection of vineyards in the Côte d’Or must
be the monopole Clos des Cortons Faiveley Grand Cru.
The detail on the nose is extraordinary – dried aromatic
tea interspersed with pristine red berry fruit, blood
orange and a gorgeous vinosity. The spectrum of flavour
is staggering, while remaining succulent and generous in
both breadth and concentration. It’s another remarkable
wine in a fantastic vintage for the estate – albeit with
30% less made this year. ◆
We’ll offer wines as and when they are released;
please contact your Account Manager to register
interest in particular cuvées.

Domaine des Lambrays
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CHAPTER

THE GROWING SEASON

Grapes in the midst of véraison

The 2019 vintage is consistently high in quality but low in volume –
defined by an unusual growing season that produced distinctive and
impressive wines. From frost and flowering to hot, dry conditions,
here we run through the year in detail

Talking to vignerons up and down the Côte d’Or, 2019

was a joy in many ways – and the resulting wines are
outstanding, but it certainly wasn’t the easiest of years,
with the conditions drastically reducing yields across
the region. The winter wasn’t too cold, but was very dry,
meaning the vines didn’t have deep stores of water to draw
on through the growing season ahead. Spring was early,
as is now becoming normal, with a warm February and
March getting the sap flowing and kicking off budbreak
at the start of April. At Bouchard, budbreak was a whole
two weeks earlier than in 2018 (which was also relatively
early). There was some frost in February and a little water
stress for the vines in March, but things were looking
pretty good until April, when – as is becoming an almost
yearly event – frost struck the region.
For those in Chablis, the night of 14th April was the
hardest, but it had only a small impact on the crop; at
Long-Depaquit, they lost only 5%. As Frédéric Weber
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(Cellar Master at Bouchard Père & Fils) told us, frost
arrived on 5th and 15th April, with vines in the Côte
de Beaune hit harder than the Côte de Nuits, although
south-facing and sloping vineyards were protected more.
Guillaume Boillot, in Meursault, saw a more sustained
period of frost between 3rd and 6th of April which he
believes reduced his crop by 20%. As he and Frédéric
Weber explained, however, it was a particular type of
frost that caused more damage than normal.
Normally producers see frost hit in the morning: ice
forms in the early hours and, as the sun rises, the ice acts
like a magnifying glass, refracting the sunlight so that
it burns the young buds. This can normally be protected
against with the lighting of smudge-pots, haybales, fans
and more. This year, however, it was a hard, black frost
that formed overnight: the temperature dropped as the
sun set, and stayed low the entire night, from 9pm to
8am. This sustained period of cold, with – as Joseph
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Colin explained – two to three metres of cold air settling
over the vines, was almost impossible for producers
to battle and caused irreversible damage. For Colin,
based in Saint-Aubin, the frost struck his vines on the
nights of 25th, 27th and 28th April: this “gel d’hiver”
(versus a “gel de printemps”) caused damage across the

latter meaning smaller berries, with a higher ratio of skin
to juice. While this sounds negative, often these can both
have a positive impact on quality – as we’ll see when we
discuss the style of the resulting wines (see page 13 for
the whites and 18 for the reds).

This year, the frost
was different – with the
temperature dropping as
the sun set and staying low
the entire night
entirety of his 6.5 hectares, but especially his Bourgogne
Blanc – reducing his crop by 20 to 25%. Not everyone
was affected, with some producers – such as Etienne
de Montille – seeing little frost damage amongst their
vines, and some villages – such as Morey-Saint-Denis,
Savigny-lès-Beaune and Givry – escaping unscathed.
Most producers assigned the drop in yield mainly to poor
flowering and fruit-set, with cold, windy – and in some
places, wet – weather from June to mid-July impacting
vineyards across the region. Flowering was slow at
many addresses – lasting 10 cool days in mid-June at
Tortochot in Gevrey-Chambertin, or two wet weeks for
Pavelot’s vines in Savigny-lès-Beaune. Joseph Colin told
us how the rain and wind over flowering, lasting 20 days,
reduced his crop by up to 30%. Until that point volumes
had looked so healthy that he had removed some buds in
an effort to focus the vines’ energies, but after flowering,
he ended up with as few as four berries per cluster in his
Saint-Aubin vineyards. Combined with the frost, this
had a devastating impact on his yields; with, for example,
only 35% of a normal crop for his Bourgogne Blanc, at
a measly 20hl/ha. David Duband saw his yields reduced
by 30%, while, by contrast, at Domaine Gérard Raphet in
Morey-Saint-Denis, flowering seemed to go just fine –
but there simply wasn’t much fruit.
The result – where flowering was an issue – was coulure
and millerandage; the former meaning fewer berries, the
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Hugues Pavelot in the cellar
in Savigny-lès-Beaune

Things took a turn for the better after flowering, however,
with hot weather and a lack of rain defining the ripening
period. As Olivier Lamy told us, there was only 334mm
of rainfall between April and September, versus a normal
403mm, while the season saw a significantly higher
number of sunshine hours (1,482 versus a yearly average
of 1,299). Chantal Tortochot explained how temperatures
in July got up to 38˚C, making the month on average a
massive 2˚C higher than normal. Younger vines suffered
more in the hot dry weather, not having the deep roots
to reach water reserves.
Morey-Saint-Denis seemed to be the exception to the
rule – with a little more water than its neighbours,
but a heatwave in the middle of July which lasted
15 days caused some stress for the vines. The village
saw some rain in mid-August that Jacques Devauges
at Domaine des Lambrays feels was key for the silky
tannin profile in his 2019s. Benoît Stelhy at Domaine
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Georges Lignier explained that sites with poorer soils
were more impacted by the dry conditions than others,
using Clos Saint-Denis as an example. He was asked
by his neighbours whether he’d deliberately killed the
permanent grass in between his vines there, because it
was so dried out and brown from the hot, dry weather.
For him, this dry weather only had a small impact on
volumes though – with flowering the main culprit.
A hot wind arrived in early September, sweeping
through the vineyards and concentrating grapes even
further as more water evaporated from the berries,
several producers noted. There was some localised rain
at the beginning of September, north of Morey to
Gevrey, that Olivier Bernstein felt particularly helped
the final stages of tannin ripening.
Cool nights throughout the season retained balance in
the wines, explained Olivier Bernstein – an element
that Etienne de Montille also felt was key in 2019. The
shift in temperature at night gave the vines a chance to
recuperate, preserving both acidity and aromatics in the
fruit (a point of particular contrast to 2018).
Olivier Bernstein

Looking across Saint-Aubin

Overall, it was dry though – and this was crucial. The
grapes didn’t simply ripen under a hot sun, accumulating
more and more sugar; instead, they were concentrated
as water evaporated, meaning the fruit had more acidity,
flavour and sugar – everything was turned up to the max.
The hot, dry weather meant there was little to no disease,
and the grapes were harvested in pristine condition.
Rather than focusing on sugar ripeness, which is rarely
of concern anymore – especially not in 2018, ’19 or ’20 –
producers consistently said they were choosing a harvest
date based on acidity and flavour instead.
Harvest dates were spread throughout the month, the dry
conditions allowing producers to choose a date that fit
their wine style. Picking began at the start of September
at Pavelot and Joblot (the latter in Givry), while Nicole
Lamarche kicked things off on 7th September in VosneRomanée. Guillaume Boillot started on 6th September,
finishing the job by 16th – with everything, he said,
“parfait à la récolte”. Joseph Colin picked between 5th
and 16th September, feeling that the date of harvest was
of particular significance in a small-volume year like
2019 – with a risk of the fruit being overly concentrated.
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Bouchard made a start on 11th September; while
Mischief & Mayhem brought everything in between
12th and 16th September. Domaine des Lambrays
started picking their Pinot Noir on 14th September.
Philippe Jouan in Morey-Saint-Denis and Olivier
Bernstein started the following day on 15th September;
while in Chambolle-Musigny Charles van Canneyt
began on 16th September. Raphet, meanwhile, waited
until 23rd September. In short, harvest was fairly
“classic” for Burgundy, spread over the middle weeks
of September – a direct contrast with 2020 which was
picked up to a month earlier by producers. As Frédéric
Barnier of Jadot said, “The grapes were absolutely
beautiful – limited in volume, but perfectly balanced.”
Yields were low across the region, with the Côte de
Beaune in general hit a little harder than the Côte de
Nuits, and Bourgogne vineyards more than the Premiers
or Grands Crus. In numbers, yields vary from 15hl/ha
up to 25 or possibly 30hl/ha, down between 20 and 50%
depending on the producer. It was the smallest harvest
that Charles van Canneyt has seen since he took over
running the family domaine (Hudelot-Noëllat) in 2008.
At Joblot, this is the second year with just half the normal
volumes – as one of the few places that saw hail in 2018.
For Olivier Lamy yields are on a par with those in 2016
and 2017, or even lower for his reds. Fortunately, the
quality of the fruit – and the resulting wines – almost
makes up for the tiny amount producers made. ◆

Domaine Joblot in Givry

Olivier Lamy in the vineyard

The grapes were absolutely
beautiful – limited in volume,
but perfectly balanced
FRÉDÉRIC BARNIER,
LOUIS JADOT
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THE WHITES

A line-up of 2019 white Burgundies

Burgundy has been on a string of great vintages over the last few years, basking in
reliable sunny summers and taking advantage of the warming climate. For now, like
much of northern and central Europe, climate change is no doubt providing more
reliable weather leading up to harvest, resulting in more good vintages than bad. For
many, mid-September remains the perfect picking date in today’s climate and the 2019
harvest was clean and quick. The weather – calm, dry but not too hot – enabled grapes to
be picked and brought in in perfect health. Tasting the wines, you cannot help but
feel this pristine health of the fruit at harvest

The warming climate is certainly less of a concern for

Chardonnay than Pinot Noir as outlined by Olivier
Lamy of Domaine Hubert Lamy, who emphasised that
the Chardonnay handles the heat much better. It is no
accident that Chardonnay is one of the world’s most
adaptable grapes and can cope well with warmer vintages.
For now, both Chablis and the Côte de Beaune might
have made hugely concentrated, full-bodied wines in 2019
– but they also have retained fantastic acidity levels too,
leaving wines tasting typically fresh and balanced, as well
as providing wonderful ageing potential.
CÔTE DE BEAUNE
“Good maturity, a nice freshness and lots of energy” was
Olivier Lamy’s verdict. Guillaume Boillot at Domaine
Henri Boillot told us the grapes were “microscopic”, with
“very little juice, but perfect balance”. These comments
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sum up our findings nicely. This is a fantastic vintage for
whites in the Côte de Beaune: the wines are both generous
and exuberant, while retaining fantastic acidity and
freshness. Despite the volume on the palate and alcohols
ranging from 13.5% to 14.5%, the Chardonnays retain
a classic Burgundy flavour profile. It is not all pineapple
and passion fruit, but lots of ripe apple, white peach and
that acidity running through the palate, which keeps these
lavish Chardonnays feeling fresh.
So where does 2019 sit compared to other recent vintages
of Chardonnay in the Côte de Beaune? Many believe
it is not a vintage that can easily be compared, with its
combination of maturity and freshness something not
experienced before. The 2019 growing season, like 2018,
was warm and dry – and many vignerons saw huge
similarities in terms of temperature and rainfall (or the
lack thereof ) between 2019 and the previous summer, with
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date right. It was also notable that in parts of the Côte de
Beaune malic acid levels were very low in 2019 (typical for
sunny vintages) and this, where relevant, certainly played
a part in the wines’ composition. Low malic acid actually
helps emphasise the freshness in the final wine, since the
malic acid is converted to lactic acid through malolactic
fermentation during élevage. The more lactic acid, the
more the wines feel softer and creamier. The malolactic
fermentation therefore had much less of an effect in the
2019 whites, the result being an accentuation of freshness
that beautifully contrasts the generosity and richness of
fruit. Despite being a warm year, it certainly has not fallen
into the trap of 2015, a similarly warm vintage where
the aromas were distinctly tropical and the wines a little
flabby – a result of picking too late. And unlike in 2015,
the clarity of the fruit has resulted in a vintage where the
character of the vineyard can really shine through.

Guillaume Boillot

both considerably higher in sunshine hours and lower
in rainfall than average. There were, however, distinct
differences that have made the 2019s a cut above their
2018 compatriots. Most obviously and particularly for
the white wines of the Côte d’Or is an increase in both
concentration and acidity, caused by drastically low yields
and small berries (a result of difficult flowering). Both
Alvina Pernot (based in Puligny-Montrachet) and Au
Pied du Mont Chauve (based in Chassagne-Montrachet)
suffered heavy losses in 2019 due to the poor flowering
(and frost), but the quality for both is exceptional. Au Pied
du Mont Chauve’s pristine fruit quality was clearly evident
in their range of Saint-Aubin and Chassagne Premiers
Crus. Alvina Pernot picked her various plots as quickly as
possible, the rush of hard work paying off with beautifully
fresh and tensile, yet rich and concentrated Chardonnays.
The generosity of the vintage is therefore unlike the
more austere, citric vintages of 2011, and it does not
have the linearity and focus of 2014. It is undoubtedly
a warm vintage for the Côte de Beaune, but it is clear
that vignerons are getting a better handle on how to deal
with the heat. Many were keen to make the point that
these days they pick on acidity levels rather than potential
alcohol, and maybe that has helped them get the picking
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A term we heard used a lot when visiting the wineries
was that 2019 was a “floral” year. There is undoubtedly
an expressiveness of aromas for a grape that often can
be a little shy on the nose. For Fiona Ragg at Mischief
& Mayhem, despite the similarities to 2018, “It had
nothing like the sunshine hours. And didn’t suffer from
heat spikes either.” As previously mentioned, Etienne de

Alvina Pernot
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Montille noted that the nights were cooler than in 2018.
The dry weather kept disease at bay and a harvest around
the second week of September under ideal conditions
saw grapes brought in in perfect health. Was it these
factors that helped retain such delicate florality in these
“gourmand” wines?
Many of the producers we spoke to believe that 2019
offers a certain degree of precision and delicacy which,

The freshness
in the wines is a welcome
surprise for many
at the height of a warm July, they were not expecting.
The freshness in the wines is a welcome surprise
for many. This is matched by a lovely pristine fruit
clarity not dissimilar to 2017, but with much more
concentration – and much more freshness than 2018.
Of the few vignerons who were willing to compare,
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Qualitatively, there seems to be tremendous consistency
across the appellations, but also across producers. If
anything, what seemed most evident was that producers
who perhaps were a little disappointing in 2018,
produced much better wines in 2019, and the top
producers seemed to really excel. In this respect, the
vintage stands head and shoulders above vintages such
as 2016 and 2013, where selection was essential. Yes,
there are some flamboyant examples, and they are hugely
enjoyable for it, even if they do push the classic concept
of white Burgundy to the limit. The majority of the wines
we tasted, however, remain much closer in flavour profile
to the classic Côte de Beaune flavours of yellow apple
and white peach, with a strong mineral salinity shining
through on the limestone soils, and richer body and
creaminess of the heavier clay soils. The wines behave as
they should, reflecting their respective terroirs despite
the added concentration and verve. The top wines show a
beautiful fruit clarity and are delightfully expressive, with
a lifted florality, avoiding the overt tropical notes which
can bury what we know and love about white Burgundy
in a warm vintage.
The combination of clarity of fruit, exuberant florality,
concentration and freshness makes 2019 a very happy
vintage. The lack of volume, however, is the sting in the
tail, with some producers down up to 50% on normal
production levels due to a bout of frost, poor flowering
throughout the region and hydric stress which affected
the younger vines. These episodes, however, have not

The view out over Beaune from
the Château de Beaune

BURGUNDY 2019

Frédéric Weber from Bouchard described 2019 as similar
to 1990, a year which had a very similar growing season.
Both had an early spring which caused early budbreak,
followed by complicated flowering with a lot of coulure,
resulting in small yields. A very dry summer produced
“very beautiful, rather heady wines, close to what we
experienced in 2019”. Jadot’s Frédéric Barnier noted that
previous vintages as rich and concentrated as 2019 relied
on a certain level of botrytis in the vineyards; but in 2019
there was no botrytis, just natural concentration caused
by the small berries and low yields.

wine@frw.co.uk
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diminished quality and, in some important ways,
have helped define a unique and exciting vintage for
Chardonnay in the Côte de Beaune.

Tasting with Joseph Colin

The generosity of the fruit and natural balance makes
these wines extremely enticing already. But despite their
approachability, the impressive levels of tartaric acid give
these wines great ageing potential, only further cemented
by the overall balance of the wines. According to Jadot’s
Frédéric Barnier, “This is a very approachable vintage,
but also good for ageing. Good richness, density, and an
impressive level of acidity means there is no reason why
the vintage will not age well over the next few decades.”
Joseph Colin describes it as “très solaire”, one he cannot
compare to another year in terms of acidity and ripeness.
For him, it’s “gourmand”, with something “immédiat”,

The generosity of the
fruit and natural balance
makes these wines extremely
enticing already
which is normal for a ripe vintage, but the acid sets it
apart. He believes this is a vintage to drink now or keep –
a vintage “sans risques”, feeling that even lower-level wines
will keep well. In all his years, he has never experienced a
vintage with such balance.
So, while volumes are down – and this will be most
noticeable when selling some of our favourite Bourgogne
Blanc and village wines – the quality is outstanding. The
wines are both approachable in their youth, but have the
density and acidity to age beautifully if you wait that long.
They are generous and rich, but retain a lovely classic
flavour profile and the all-important vibrancy that will not
leave drinkers disappointed. Overall, it is the consistency
across the range of wines we tasted that gives us so much
confidence in the quality of the vintage for the Côte de
Beaune whites. Burgundy fans should have no concerns
over these wines offering fantastic drinking pleasure over
the next decade and beyond.
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Barrels stacked in the cellar
at Louis Jadot
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CHABLIS
The 2019 Chablis wines were the first we tasted in
Burgundy earlier in the year and they ended up giving
us a good steer on how Chardonnay was behaving more
broadly throughout Burgundy in 2019. The distinct
Kimmeridgean and Portlandian soils, more than
anywhere, have a tremendous ability to retain freshness
and this, combined with the low yields and dry sunny
weather, produced unique wines.
Despite the drought and heat, the acidity levels sit
close to great vintages such as 2008, 2014 and 2018,
with a pH of 3.25 to 3.3 after malolactic fermentation.
Olivier Bailly at Domaine Billaud-Simon had even
higher acidity levels (with a pH between 3.1 and 3.25),
stating, “It is the magic of Chablis to find Chardonnay
retaining such acidity, despite
the warm weather.”

in 2019; wines that are wonderfully exuberant and
aromatic. He too stated, “Chablis’s aromatic capacity
in 2019 is really something special.” Another Côte
d’Or producer, Remoissenet has some of the most
respected vignerons in Chablis sourcing their grapes,
which they 100% barrel-ferment, producing texturally
rich, powerful Chablis that never loses a sense of place.
As Bernard Repolt from Remoissenet said, “This is
the Côte de Beaune style of Chablis.” In 2019, their
opulent style has never suited the vintage better,
producing some very special Grand Cru Chablis.

There is no doubt a concentration and aromatic pungency
to the wines, yet the nose retains the Chablis-esque
chalky minerality and savoury dried-straw tone, as well as
lifted floral aromatics. There is
noticeable power and weight to
the palate even on the Premiers
The result is, as Matthieu
Crus, with the top examples
Mangenot of Domaine Longretaining mouth-watering
Depaquit told us, “undoubtedly
acidity despite this opulence
a ripe, concentrated, powerful
and concentration. They really
vintage, but with a freshness
have a wonderful combination
OLIVIER BAILLY,
too, at the same time retaining
of intensity and power, while
DOMAINE BILLAUD-SIMON
real Chablis mineral typicity.
retaining mineral typicity.
It is a hot, warm vintage but
Producers such as Samuel
it does not really behave like that in the glass.” The
Billaud still have the majority of their 2019s undergoing
fruit ripeness is like 2015 – but there are no excess
élevage, with the Grands Crus left another six months
aromatics of over-ripeness or yellowness in the wine
in tank before being bottled. Despite them being
that are typical of low-acid vintages such as 2005 and
babies, the wines are already showing a lot of promise.
2006. The acid profile is much more like 2017, and
Billaud compares his 2019s to the 2016s in terms of
very much still retains a sense of place, avoiding the
riper aromatics, but with much more concentration and
tropical fruit aromas of 2015. Samuel Billaud describes
minerality, sharing some elements of 2017 when it comes
2019 as “highly concentrated Chablis with sun-kissed
to structure and minerality.
aromatics – it is concentrated, with balanced structure
and excellent minerality. It is a ‘gourmand’ vintage, yet
For Mangenot, the power and concentration allied with
with tense, structural minerality.”
vibrant acidity and minerality makes this vintage hard
to compare, “It doesn’t really taste like any other,” he
Although based in Chambolle-Musigny, Charles
says, “but for Chablis-lovers, it makes it a fascinating
van Canneyt dabbled with his first range of Chablis
vintage to discover.” ◆

It is the magic of Chablis
to find Chardonnay retaining
such acidity, despite the
warm weather
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THE REDS

The view across Chambertin Clos de Beze

As with the whites, the real essence of 2019 is its balance. While the wines are incredibly
concentrated, this is complemented by a wonderful freshness. The fruit is pristine and perfectly
ripe, without straying into jammy; the tannins are supple, soft and seamless – so much so
that, even at this youthful stage, the wines are a joy to taste. The tannins however, are there –
providing the necessary structure for ageing. We were really impressed by the wines –
and producers are unsurprisingly happy with the results. But what is behind this
unique vintage, and how did vignerons manage it?

In an era of “new normals”, it’s clear that producers are

no longer worried at all about achieving ripeness in their
wines, with three consecutive, warm vintages feeling like
a permanent shift. The focus, now, is on maintaining
acidity and balance in the wines. Chantal Tortochot,
while describing the outstanding quality of the fruit at
harvest, remarked how the once rote chaptalisation of
Burgundy is long a thing of the past. Her wines were
all naturally 13 to 14% alcohol in 2019 – not nearly the
highest that we saw, but even this, she found, brought its
own, new challenges, with some ferments struggling to
finish fermentation with only indigenous yeast.
In warm vintages, it’s possible for the ripeness to override the terroir – the wines of each village and vineyard
becoming a blur of sun-kissed fruit rather than site. But,
in 2019, this doesn’t seem to be the case at all; with real
differentiation in the styles along the stretch of the Côte.
Each village shows a slightly sunnier profile, the tannins
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shaking off any rusticity, the fruit tending to be a little
more generous – but without losing a sense of place.
In the Côte de Beaune, Guillaume Boillot told us how
he finds that in sunshine-filled vintages like 2019, the
expression of each terroir is emphasised – something that
Frédéric Weber at Bouchard repeated.
Tasting the wines, it is clear this was a warm, ripe vintage
– “solaire”, or “sunny” as the Burgundians describe it – and
in that way echoed 2018. There’s no tartness or greenness
in the wines, each one displaying an effortless ripeness.
Although the high, natural sugar levels meant that
alcohols this year are generally slightly higher than normal
(tending to sit between 13.5 and 14.5%, increasing as you
move up the quality ladder), it’s amazing how integrated
and balanced the wines feel. Charles van Canneyt at
Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat was one of several producers
to tell us they were initially concerned about the alcohol
levels in the wines – as indeed were we. We feared that
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some could feel a little “hot” given the year’s conditions,
meaning we’d need to be more selective with wines – as
we were in 2018. But, despite being as high as 14.5%, the
alcohol didn’t stand out anywhere; it’s balanced effortlessly
by the wines’ equally high concentration and acidity.
Charles is rightly very pleased with his 2019s, feeling they
have “everything”, with a “digeste” character that makes
them incredibly appealing – something that is a real
signature of the vintage.
While the majority of the wines have higher-thannormal alcohols, it’s not true across the board. Early
harvests at De Montille and Mischief & Mayhem
produced wines that don’t exceed 13.5% alcohol – for the
latter, Michael Ragg felt the vintage offers “precision and
delicacy”. In Vosne-Romanée, Nicole Lamarche picked
a week earlier than many of her neighbours, and the
resulting wines have lower alcohol levels, bright red fruit
and the estate’s trademark ethereal style.
The wines are ultimately defined, however, by the size
of the berries. As Charles van Canneyt explained, there
was simply very little juice this year, emphasising the
rarity of such millerandé grapes – something that he saw
consistently across his vineyards in the Côte de Nuits.
Poor flowering led to millerandage – bunches with lots
of small, seedless grapes. These smaller berries naturally
have a higher proportion of skin to juice than “normalsized” berries, producing more concentrated wines, with
more flavour, colour and tannin.

Tasting with Chantal Tortochot
in Gevrey-Chambertin

It’s easy to think that such concentration could lead to
excess, potentially dense, heavy wines that lacked vibrancy
– however, as with the whites, that was far from the case,
and this is why 2019’s dry conditions are so important in
determining the wines’ final style – as well as explaining
in some part why they differ to those of 2018. With the
lack of water, the vines were stressed, and instead of just
ripening and accumulating only higher levels of sugar and
flavour ripeness, everything in the grapes was concentrated
– including the acidity. As Florence Heresztyn at
Heresztyn-Mazzini commented, the level of tartaric
acid stayed very high throughout véraison, leading to the
vintage’s surprising freshness. As Christophe Roumier
noted, “ They offer an excellent nerve, combined with

Charles van Canneyt in the cellar
at Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat
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their richness.” This acidity was present across the region,
making the wines deliciously moreish – a sappy salinity
filling the finish and making your mouth water; they are
classically “digeste” or “gourmand”.
Philippe Jouan found the tannins ripened more quickly
in 2019, enabling him to pick a week earlier than 2018,
and therefore keeping more acidity in his wines. For him,
the vintage’s hallmark is the amazing consistency found
along the Côte, as well as the purity of fruit found in the
wines. From our tastings, the consistency is remarkable:
while yields vary, with the most southerly villages in
general suffering more, the high quality is a thread that
runs through the entire region.
With the dry, warm conditions, however, some sites in
particular over-performed. Look out for wines from
cooler sites or plots with clay-rich soils that held more
water, alleviating some of the stress on the vines. Frédéric
Weber at Bouchard highlighted their monopole Clos
de la Mousse in Beaune, with two metres of dense clay,

Philippe Jouan in the cellar

the vines here never suffer in drought – something
that helped take the pressure off harvesting the plot.
Similarly, as Olivier Bernstein emphasised, old vines
were an advantage – their deep root systems allowing
them to reach water reserves. He also felt that GevreyChambertin really benefited from the localised rain in
early September – slightly easing the stress and ensuring
the fruit achieved optimum ripeness. At Domaine
Georges Noëllat, Maxime Cheurlin’s Les Petits Monts
stood out in the range – a wine full of precise fruit and
energy, something he assigns to the higher altitude of
this plot, just above Richebourg.

Georges Noëllat in Vosne-Romanée
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So how did winemakers respond to the fruit from this
extraordinary growing season? Most felt it was a gift of a
vintage, requiring little effort in the winery. Many toned
down their extraction methods – opting for “infusion”
rather than pump-overs and punch-downs, as the high
proportion of skin to juice rapidly gave the wines colour,
flavour and tannin. Charles van Canneyt didn’t do any
punch-downs, using just pump-overs for a gentler touch;
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up to 100% on some cuvées) to complement the fruit’s
natural acidity, freshness and ripeness. Hugues Pavelot
upped the proportion to between 15 and 30%, depending
on the cuvée. While in general vignerons seemed to opt
for more, there is an exception to every rule in Burgundy
– and for whole-bunch it was Philippe Jouan. He doesn’t
like the flavour of stems in sunny vintages – making
the wines overly “sauvage” and contrasting the vintage’s
natural style; as a result he used only 10 to 15% for his
2019s. (See page 27 for a closer look at the use of wholebunch in Burgundy.)

The winery at Domaine
Jean-Marc & Hugues Pavelot

while Hugues Pavelot reduced the number of punchdowns as well as the length of time on skins, as did
Vincent Gros at Gros Frère & Soeur. Frédéric Weber did
no punch-downs or pump-overs, choosing instead to just
wet the cap, with a maceration of no more than 15 days.

It was a gift of
a vintage
He felt that the means to cool the grapes and/or must
was particularly important – with his reds seeing a four to
five day cold soak at 10˚C. He chose to use more wholebunch fermentation, to add freshness, with an average
25% for reds from the Côte de Beaune, and between 40
and 50% on his Côte de Nuits wines. To preserve the
wines’ freshness, he also tweaked the oak used – with more
sourced from Vosges, which with its tighter grain kept
more freshness in the wines, releasing fewer oak tannins.
Several other producers also adjusted the portion of
whole-bunch fermentation for the vintage. At HeresztynMazzini, they increased the level of whole-bunch (with
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At Jadot, Frédéric Barnier noted how atypical the
vintage’s tannins are for red Burgundy – rounded and
“tender” from the sunny growing season – “to obtain
such mellowness and round tannins, that’s not so
common,” he said. Jacques Devauges at Domaine des
Lambrays was similarly pleased with the tannins on
his wines, describing them as “extrêmement suave” and

THE QUESTION OF PRICE
Most prices aren’t yet out, however we anticipate they
will in general be stable or a little higher this year.
Vignerons are faced with tiny yields in 2019 (and with
an even smaller 2020 crop just in the cellar), and are
justifiably aware of the quality of the year. Of course,
the exchange rate isn’t in our favour, but prices for
fruit and wine in Burgundy itself is being driven up.
Well-backed micro-négociants are ready and able to
buy at higher and higher prices to obtain the very
best fruit, in some instances paying more for fruit
than for bottled wine from the same plot. We hope
that, as with Bordeaux, pricing will be sensitive to the
economic climate, however – given growing demand
and smaller production – we aren’t expecting miracles.
Either way, with the quality shown at every level, it’s
clear these are outstanding wines that any Burgundy
lover will want in their cellar.
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“soyeux” (silky), and attributing their texture to the midAugust rain that fell on Morey-Saint-Denis.
Of course, the eternal question is which vintage 2019
is like, or – as we found the answers tended to be – not
like. For us, the wines truly taste unique – unlike any
other vintage we’ve tasted en primeur, with the balance
of freshness and ripe fruit really separating it from its
peers. Most producers were unwilling or unable to draw
comparisons – as Frédéric Barnier explained, it’s hard
to find a vintage with the same colour, richness and
balance. He briefly considered the 2015s, but feels the
2019s are much more approachable. At Bichot, Alain
Serveau explained that the wines are both elegant and
powerful – with “belle matière”; he feels that they’ll keep
much longer than the 2018s. Marion Raphet modestly
described the vintage as more “agréable” than 2018.
Olivier Bernstein feels the 2019s are the best wines
he has ever made, while at Domaine Joblot, Mickaël
Haratyk described the 2019s as “absolutely gorgeous”,
but couldn’t find a comparable year.

Jacques Devauges
at Domaine des Lambrays

A very content Jacques Devauges told us that the 2019
reds are “spectacular”; for him they have more freshness
and a more classical character in comparison to the 2018s.
While Benoît Stelhy feels 2019 is the vintage of his career,
“my 1959” – or was until 2020 came along. Nevertheless,
the wines are superb – with, as he termed it, a “douceur”
which makes them open and approachable now. There’s
a rare balance at play, offering more freshness than 2018
and more balance than 2015. For Etienne de Montille,
the 2019 reds sit somewhere between 2017 and 2018 – a
blend of the crunchy red fruit of 2017 and the darker,
black cherry notes of the warm 2018, having the latter’s
generosity but with more freshness.
Everyone agreed however, as Frédéric Weber told us, that
2019 is “a huge vintage for the future”. For him, it is a
little bit like a cross between 2015 and 2017 – with the
concentration, roundness and “sucrosité” of 2015, and the
delicate aromatics of 2017; but it also reminds him more
and more of 1947 – a superb vintage, he told us, that

Tasting with Marion Raphet
at Domaine Gérard Raphet
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had similarly high alcohols but amazing purity of aroma
(and, as an indication of the wines’ ageability, it’s still
drinking beautifully now). Hugues Pavelot was one of
many to emphasise the potential of the year, feeling that
the wines’ beautiful density, structure, fruit and freshness
deserves time in the cellar. For Christophe Roumier, it’s
their “power and grace” that guarantees their future.
The 2019s were simply gloriously easy to taste. Open
and expressive, their seamless, silken tannins make
them amazingly approachable – but don’t let that fool
you into thinking they aren’t for the long haul. As
Frédéric Barnier noted, it is the balance that makes
them so deceptively appealing now that also foretells a
long future. These are wines that effortlessly walk the

tightrope of ripeness versus acidity, hedonism versus
poise, generosity versus restraint; having the requisite

It’s a huge vintage
for the future
JACQUES DEVAUGES,
DOMAINE DES LAMBRAYS

richness, density and acidity to evolve over the coming
decades. There’s something else though, perhaps thanks
to that wonderful balance, an ease and openness that
makes them hard to resist; for Frédéric Barnier, there’s
“joy” in the wines – and who doesn’t want a cellar full of
wines that offer that? ◆

THE VINTAGE IN BRIEF
Outstanding wines of both colours
Balance and consistency are the watchwords of the vintage
Warm, dry conditions produced concentrated wines with amazing freshness
The whites are classical in flavour profile but with extra intensity
The reds have wonderfully supple, ripe tannins
Open and approachable now, but will age wonderfully
Low yields due to poor flowering and some frost
Production is down by up to 50%: with Bourgogne Blanc/Rouge wines more impacted than the

Premiers or Grands Crus, and yields lower the further south you go
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“SIMPLY BRILLIANT”
Ahead of the publication of his full report
in January 2021, the Wine Advocate’s
Burgundy critic William Kelley offers his
initial thoughts on the 2019 vintage

The red wines are simply brilliant: most of what I’ve

tasted so far has been beautifully balanced, combining a
seductive depth of fruit with very classical levels of acidity;
and nor is there any coarseness or rusticity, even if the
wines have the structure they need for the long haul. At
this early stage, 2019 appears to number among the most
compelling red Burgundy vintages of the millennium.
The wines might be thought of as combining some
of the depth and seriousness of the 2005 vintage
with some of the generosity and charm of 2009; but
I think site differences are more clearly defined than
in either of those years, and that the wines are livelier
and better defined. Another comparison would be
with the depth and concentration of 2015 with the
charm and perfume of 2017. If 2019 must clearly
be numbered among what the French call ‘solaire’
vintages (ie those shaped by warm, sunny conditions),
it also remains very classically Burgundian.
For white Burgundy, 2019 is a vintage of concentration
and maturity, along the lines of 2015, and some
producers adapted to it better than others. While the
wines are inherently rich and muscular, in many cases
acidities are higher, and pHs lower, than in for example,
the 2018 and 2015 vintages. While some wines are
almost exaggeratedly rich, I’m being impressed by
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how chiselled many 2019s remain despite their huge
levels of concentration, and I suspect that those who
pursue longer élevage will find that their wines gain
in tension after a second winter on the lees. There’s
certainly a stylistic contrast between these wines and
the supple, open-knit, and sometimes somewhat dilute
2018s. Overall, the 2019 white wines will be more
heterogenous than the red, but I’ve tasted some great
bottles in the making.
With the caveat that they’re more heterogenous, making
analogies harder to draw, the white wines of the Côte de
Beaune share some characteristics with 2015 – a muscular,
powerful vintage with an important presence of dry extract
from thick-skinned grapes – and even the 2012 vintage,
which was also defined by low yields and produced
textural, almost unctuously concentrated wines, albeit in a
very different growing season. I’d venture that the whites
are harder to read at this stage than the reds: many are still
on their lees, some have been racked, and most received
some sulphur dioxide before harvest. Revisiting them in
bottle will thus be especially important. ◆
Spending half the year in Burgundy, William Kelley is the
Wine Advocate’s Burgundy correspondent. His full Burgundy
2019 report, notes and scores will be published on the Wine
Advocate in January 2021.
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UNDER-THE-RADAR GEMS
Each of these wines stood out in our
tastings this year – coming with an
unusual back story, or from an appellation
you wouldn’t expect for the producer. All
of them have somehow managed to stay
out of the limelight, but are, in our view,
more than worthy of your attention

2019 VOUGEOT, PREMIER CRU,
LES PETITS VOUGEOTS,
DOMAINE HUDELOT-NOËLLAT
Charles van Canneyt has 0.5 hectares of this Premier
Cru, sandwiched between Clos de la Perrière and Le
Clos Blanc. It’s one to watch – and a site that Charles
thinks is benefiting from global warming, thanks to its
limestone soils. In 2019 the wine is dark, rich and intense
but with bright, sweet berry fruit that also has a vibrant
crunch to it. Refreshing acidity balances the plush, dark
cherry fruit on the palate, while delicate notes of violet
florals and black tea fill the finish.

2019 CHEMIN DES MOINES DE VERGY,
DOMAINE GROS FRÈRE & SOEUR,
VIN DE FRANCE
This is only the third vintage of this delicious curiosity
from Gros Frère & Soeur. Planted in 2014 and 2015, this
plot sits at the top of the Côte, beyond the borders of the
Burgundy appellation (hence its Vin de France status)
and at high altitude. Overlooking the Grands Crus of
Vosne-Romanée, the vines are trained high – with a full
2.5 metres’ worth of canopy to capture as much sunshine
as possible at these cool and dizzy heights. The resulting
wine is supple, soft and bright, with crunchy sour cherry
and redcurrant fruit. Light and fresh, with a long finish
of vibrant acidity, it’s a fun addition to the range – and
one that will be interesting to follow in the coming years
as temperatures continue to rise.
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2019 VOLNAY, PREMIER CRU,
DOMAINE GEORGES LIGNIER
The Lignier family line runs through Benoît Stelhy’s
mother’s side, but his father’s side also has vines, with 46
acres in Volnay and 12 in Pommard. They’re old vines and
he buys the grapes in, although works closely to manage
the vineyards in the same way as his own, with grass cover
all year. He picks the fruit himself though with family and
friends helping – “It’s a little bit like we go on holiday,” he
tells us, travelling down to the Côte de Beaune to harvest,
normally on a Sunday morning. His Premier Cru Volnay
was a treat to taste – pretty and perfumed, it’s laden with
bright, crunchy red berries, but there’s a mineral line that
lends finesse. Dainty, fine and truly delicious.
2019 MOREY-SAINT-DENIS,
PREMIER CRU, CLOS SORBÉ,
DOMAINE HENRI & PHILLIPE JOUAN
Philippe Jouan’s wines certainly fly under the radar – and
with the current quantities produced, this is unlikely to
change anytime soon (with just three hectares in total).
However, the little wine produced here is an honest
rendition of some exceptional terroir in the Côte de
Nuits – and, with the 2019 vintage, the wines have never
tasted better. Our pick of the range was his MoreySaint-Denis Premier Cru Clos Sorbé, one of the top
Premier Cru sites in Morey. The wine is wonderfully
intense with an expressive, complex nose of lavender,
rosebush and incense, while the palate is ripe and juicy
with sun-kissed wild blackberry and blueberry fruit.
2019 CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY, PREMIER
CRU, LES CHABIOTS, ALBERT BICHOT
Les Chabiots sits above Les Amoureuses – pedigree that
seems to escape most people. It’s singing again in 2019,
a delicate and fine-boned wine with a nose full of violets.
But don’t let its prettiness deceive you, there’s plenty of
power to back it up – with a core of raspberry and bright
red cherry fruit, supported by a backbone of minerality.
The tannins are seamless, the acidity fine and long.
Tight and taut, this is outstanding. ◆
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We’ll offer wines as and when they are released;
please contact your Account Manager to register
interest in particular cuvées.
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DOES VINTAGE MATTER?

In an era when truly bad vintages are a thing
of the past, Gavin Smith wonders whether the
hand of the winemaker reigns supreme

At the time of the latest vintage release from Burgundy,
it is always the year’s conditions that dominate debate.
But is it really the most important factor when it comes to
identifying what wine to buy? The best winemakers reliably
produce magnificent wines year in, year out. The variation in
vintage for these wines is fun and nuanced, rather than the
death knell over the success or failure of a vintage. Unless
the vintage is a complete disaster, which these days is rarely
the case, vintage conditions are not the greatest indicator of
the success or failure of a producer’s wines. More important
are the techniques vignerons adopt, which in turn affect the
style and balance of their wines.
All viticulture and winemaking is a multitude of decisions,
hundreds possibly thousands of them that collectively
combine to produce the wine of that vintage. While modest
vignerons might say the wines make themselves, and the
best often aim to interfere as little as possible, even choosing
not to do something is a conscious decision that requires
serious experience and know-how. Burgundy of all places
involves plenty of winemaking decisions that greatly affect
the final outcome in bottle – particularly with the red wines.
The fragile Pinot Noir is hugely susceptible to affectation
during the winemaking process. The wines are certainly less
manipulated today than they were in the past. Nightmarish
stories of copious amounts of fertiliser and insecticide
polluting the soils, along with formulaic additions of sugar
at fermentation are fortunately no longer normal practice
with top producers today.
In the recent past, red Burgundy also had to deal
with over-extraction during fermentation and high
levels of new oak in élevage, that arguably had the
biggest effect on the flavour profile of Pinot in the
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Stems freshly churned out of a de-stemmer

1990s and 2000s. But today, with extractions kept
pretty minimal and oak – for the most part – more deftly
used, Burgundian Pinot Noir is very much in an era of
transparency. Today, distinct winemaking techniques,
like whether or not the winemaker incorporates whole
bunches into the fermentation, determine distinct styles in
red Burgundy. From the likes of Domaine de la RomanéeConti and Leroy – who use high proportions of wholebunch in their fermentations, to Rousseau and Fourrier
at the other end of the scale de-stemming everything:
to whole-bunch ferment or not is a decision that splits
Burgundy’s top winemakers right down the middle.
Both decisions are attempts at authenticity. For the
vignerons who completely de-stem their wines, it is the
purity of fruit that best transmits the terroir expression
of the vineyard. Any incorporation of the stems only
detracts from the fruit clarity and flavour – a flavour
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determined by its terroir. This philosophy is difficult to
deny and, when tasting fully de-stemmed wines, they
do tend to be most consistent in character and certainly
transmit the nuances of a vineyard.

Berries on the sorting table

For the “whole-bunchers”, the authenticity lies in it
being the traditional method, arguing that whole-bunch
fermentation was how all wine was made prior to the
invention of the de-stemmer in the mid-20th century.
While this isn’t strictly true, whole-bunch fermentation
was certainly normal practice and is how wine has been
made for millennia. True terroir expression for them
is not just the berries, but the stems too; it is both
the stems and the berries together that offer the true
blueprint of the terroir of a site.
In the middle sits a growing majority of producers who
see the advantage of both methods, without the need
to sit in either camp. Partial whole-bunch fermentation
adds something interesting to the blend without
overpowering the purity of the fruit. These wines can
therefore be both complex and terroir transparent, while
not being at either extreme – representing a preference
for balance over anything else.

A perfectly ripe bunch of grapes

Today many vignerons remain wary of having too many
stems in the blend and its negative effect on acidity.
Chantal Tortochot currently opts for around 20 to 25%
whole-bunch during fermentation depending on the
vintage. Too much, she believes, will have a detrimental
effect on the freshness of the wine, because the stems
introduce three important elements to the wine: water,
potassium and mineral salts. Her biggest concern lies
with the potassium, which – when mixed with the
tartaric acid of the wine – precipitates into potassium
carbonate crystals that then drop out of the wine,
reducing the overall level of acidity in the wine. However,
the countering effect of using whole-bunches in the
fermentation is that the mineral salts provide a salinity
and sapidity to the wine which actually makes the mouth
water, accentuating the sense of freshness in the wine,
even if the acidity is lower. Two therefore contrasting
examples of the effects of whole bunch: does it make the
wine more refreshing or less?
On tasting the latest vintages on release, it has become
apparent that while not always the case, wines made
with a high proportion of whole-bunch tend to be less
consistent when tasted in their youth. Not only can the
wine aromas be dominated by stemmy notes, the wines
can often be shut down. Again, this is not necessarily
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down to the quantity of whole-bunch, but it does seem
to be a recurring trend when tasting wines that have
a high proportion of whole-bunch. David Duband,
a great believer in whole-bunch, accepts that in their
youth the advantages of incorporating whole-cluster
fermentation is less obvious, but after about eight years
in bottle, he believes this method produces wines of
higher complexity than those from the same appellation
that have been completely de-stemmed: “They have some
extra life on the palate,” he explains. Having evolved
from a winemaking philosophy which saw him de-stem
all his fruit prior to 2006, he recognises the difference
between the two approaches better than most.

Florence Heresztyn-Mazzini

Others are less convinced. Charles van Canneyt of
Domaine Hudelot-Noëllat has experimented using
whole-bunch over the years but personally never found
it added anything positive to his wines and remains a
strong advocate of de-stemming all his grapes prior to
fermentation. If anything, he believes partial whole-bunch
fermentation can add flavour complexity to simpler,
earlier-drinking wines that lack the natural depth of fruit.
Philippe Jouan believes that the decision on whether or
not to use whole-bunch should depend on the vintage.
For him, in sunny vintages, the stemmy, “sauvage”
flavours you get from whole-bunch fermentation are
not in keeping with the vintage style: “It contests too
much with the sunny fruit flavours,” he says. He will
therefore only use stems in cooler vintages. Florence
Heresztyn-Mazzini at Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini has
the opposite approach. She believes the warmer, riper
the vintage, the better the stems are lignified; therefore,
rather than adding greenness to the wines, they bring
complementary flavour complexity. For Olivier Bernstein
– who incorporates 50% whole-bunch into his wines – it
brings aromatic complexity, structure, and expression.
For him, “The delicacy of the impact of whole-bunch on
the final flavour is all to do with the quality of the fruit.”
And this does seem to be an important point: when done
well, whole-bunch fermentation is not something that is
always obvious. The aromatic complexity is so integrated
with the fruit, the perfume of Pinot still dominates both
the nose and palate.
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Whichever philosophy a vigneron chooses, there is
healthy debate in Burgundy today over whether or not to
use whole-bunch fermentation. It is just an extra nuance,
adding another layer of intrigue to this fascinating
fine wine region. The success of each of these different
approaches shows there is no right answer, but it does
make you wonder whether winemaking styles should be
playing more of a role when deciding which Burgundies
to buy – and whether vintage is as important as we
traditionally believe it to be. ◆
Our Head of Fine Wine and a Master
of Wine student, Gavin Smith has been
writing for FINE+RARE since 2018.
He has visited Burgundy at least once every
year since joining the wine trade in 2006.
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DE-STEMMED
VER SUS
WHOLE-BUNCH
Remoissenet has a very particular style – one that is all
about achieving great purity, and with 100% de-stemmed
fruit. They have no qualms about harvesting late, often
being some of the last to pick, believing what they lose in
quantity through evaporation, they gain in quality through
natural concentration. The fruit is de-stemmed, with an
extended cold soak and fermentation in open-top vats
at cool temperatures. This approach has given their 2019
Chambolle Les Charmes a textbook enticing floral lift, with
additional redcurrant coulis and lavender notes. There is a
lovely freshness to the palate, with crisp red berry and red
cherry fruit. It’s concentrated, yet so vivid and bright in the
mouth – as is typical of the appellation. There’s a sappiness
and dark chocolate note on the finish, the latter from the oak
(50% new) which needs time for further integration, but this
wine has great balance and a good amount of dense, textural
extract. It will be beautiful at maturity in 10 years and beyond.
2019 CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY,
PREMIER CRU, LES CHARMES,
REMOISSENET PÈRE & FILS

2019 MOREY-SAINT-DENIS,
PREMIER CRU, LES MILLANDES, DOMAINE
HERESZTYN-MAZZINI
This is really quite a contrast to the Remoissenet.
Not only are the appellations completely different,
but so is the winemaking. In 2019 HeresztynMazzini’s Millandes is 100% whole-bunch fermented.
The nose is full of wild flowers, earthy soil and light
stemmy notes. There is a wonderful “small berry”
concentration in the fruit on the palate (black cherry,
blackberry) but there are also lots of crunchy mineral
rock notes and a salty tang. The tannins build on the
palate, austere and incredibly structural; this is tannic
Pinot Noir. The complexity in flavour, structure and
aromas (no doubt increased by the effects of the
whole-bunch fermentation) requires some time to
fully integrate. Highly complex and concentrated,
it will be fascinating to taste this again in 10 years'
time, especially next to Remoissenet's Charmes.
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TOP-VALUE BUYS
Of all the 2019s we tasted, these are the ones that we think offer the best bang-for-buck
this year – from Bourgogne Rouge to Grand Cru Chablis

Vosne-Romanée

2019 BOURGOGNE BLANC,  
DOMAINE DE MONTILLE
The specific clones of Chardonnay used in
De Montille’s Bourgogne Blanc make it particularly
special. Most Bourgogne Blanc is made with higheryielding clones which have a tendency towards dilution;
but De Montille’s Bourgogne Blanc comes from a
single site that borders Puligny-Montrachet, planted
exclusively with low-yielding clones. This shines
through with impressive density on the palate. The wine
retains that mineral-edged De Montille style, fleshed
out with pear and juicy white melon fruit.

Etienne de Montille

2019 CORTON-CHARLEMAGNE,
GRAND CRU, HENRI BOILLOT

Domaine Henri Boillot
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While not exactly cheap, the Boillot wines still offer great
value – competing happily with the likes of Leflaive,
Coche-Dury and Ramonet. In 2019, their wines really
shine – balancing the concentration of fruit with thrilling
acidity. Their Corton-Charlemagne is extraordinary – the
power of this site instantly in evidence. The wine is a coil
of minerality and citrus, poised and wound tightly. There’s
a smokiness to the nose, with a struck-match intensity
countered by what feels like a tsunami of fruit – lime,
green apple and white peach. Mouth-filling and rich,
expansive yet zesty, the acidity drives an astonishingly long
finish. Muscular, poised, razor-sharp and full of potential.
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   2019 CHABLIS, GRAND CRU,
LES CLOS, REMOISSENET PÈRE & FILS
Remoissenet has friends in high places – and although
we can’t say who, one of the region’s most respected and
collected producers sources their Chablis. Their wines are –
unusually for Chablis – 100% barrel-fermented, producing
texturally rich, powerful wine that cleverly never loses its
sense of place. In 2019, this opulent style has never suited
the vintage better. The nose of Les Clos is very pure with
fine, subtle florals. Notes of comice pear, crystallised lemon
rind and dried citrus fruit oscillate with the rounded, rich
and creamy texture of the wine. The oak is layered over
a very pure core of fruit, with a classic sunny Les Clos
typicity. On the finish, the wine tightens up nicely and ends
with real mineral focus and salinity. Superb.

In the cellar at Remoissenet

2019 SANTENAY, BIEVAUX,
ALVINA PERNOT
The Bievaux vineyard belongs to Alvina’s grandfather
Paul Pernot and has long been the family’s favoured
site for Pinot Noir. High up on the hill and directly
south-facing, the vineyard benefits from ideal sun
exposure and cooling diurnal influences, producing a
wine with lovely texture and balance. The tannins are
fully resolved but the wine has energy and spark too.
These 40-year-old vines produced a fantastically juicy,
moreish wine in 2019 (at a great price).
Tasting at Alvina Pernot

   2019 CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY,
  
DOMAINE HUDELOT-NOËLLAT
Charles van Canneyt only made 25 barrels of his village
Chambolle this year, versus the normal 40 – which is a
particular shame given the quality. It’s a blend of 11 parcels
from all around the appellation, to give a true “village”
wine. He opted for no punch-downs in 2019, as the skins
gave up their colour and tannins so quickly. The resulting
wine is surprisingly dark and intense in style, such is the
concentration of the year. Nevertheless the wine has a real
crunch of red fruit, with amazing acidity and elegant tannins.
Charles van Canneyt
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2019 GIVRY, PREMIER CRU, CLOS DE LA
SERVOISINE, DOMAINE JOBLOT

Mickaël Haratyk at Domaine Joblot

We could have put any of Joblot’s wines in this list – such
is the value offered by this superb Givry producer. This
south-facing plot is next door to Cellier aux Moines
– which Joblot also works with, and tasting the two
alongside each other is a treat, with such contrasting
styles. This is the brighter of the two, with more lift and
perfume on the nose, but the palate reveals darker and
more savoury depths. Concentrated bramble fruit is
framed by chalky tannins and vibrant acidity. Delicious.

   2019 MERCUREY, PREMIER CRU,
   LE CLOS DU ROY, DOMAINE FAIVELEY
The Faiveley family (now in its seventh generation) is
today France’s 35th richest family – but it was railway
technology, rather than wine, that made their fortune.
It means that winemaking for the domaine these days
is a purely qualitative affair, with a no-expense-spared
approach taken with all their wines. This really is a winwin for the drinker. Being the largest producer in the
Cote Chalonnaise, their Mercurey Premier Cru Le Clos
du Roy is not only exceptionally made, it is also extremely
well-priced. In 2019, this wine has captured the dynamism
in the best examples of the vintage, full of energy with
lovely crunchy red berry fruit and a sapid salinity on a long
finish. Incredible quality for the appellation.

Domaine Faiveley

2019 SAVIGNY-LÈS-BEAUNE,
PREMIER CRU, LA DOMINODE, DOMAINE
JEAN-MARC & HUGUES PAVELOT

Domaine Jean-Marc & Hugues Pavelot
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Hugues Pavelot has crafted a wonderful range in
2019 – toning down extraction given the ripeness,
and turning up the whole-bunch to add freshness
(with between 15 to 30% on the Premiers Crus).
La Dominode was a star of the tasting, however. It
manages to effortlessly combine a subtle, chalky grip
with a silk-like mouth-feel. The fruit is ripe, smooth
and lush but also crunchy and bright – a mouthful of
crushed raspberries and blueberries with a burst of
redcurrant acidity rushing through the palate. There’s
a mineral freshness to this full yet fine wine. Lovely.
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2019 BOURGOGNE HAUTES-CÔTES
DE NUITS, LOUIS AUGUSTE,
DOMAINE DAVID DUBAND
This wine – named in honour of David’s son, Louis
Auguste – really sings in 2019. The high altitude
combined with some of the domaine’s oldest vines
(over 55 years in age) tends to produce a wine of
concentration, especially in warm vintages; but this
year it’s particularly expressive. It’s exuberant on the
nose, with delicate cherry blossom, ripe raspberries and
crushed wild strawberries. On the palate, the intensity of
flavour is striking, with red berries evolving into earthier,
wilder notes of liquorice and hints of white pepper. The
wine is balanced and gourmand, with a minerality and
freshness appearing on the mid-palate, and iodine notes
that lift the finish. A cuvée that never disappoints, it’s
clearly outperforming in 2019 – Louis Auguste can rest
easy knowing such a superb wine bears his name.

David Duband in the winery

2019 GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN,
PREMIER CRU, LAVAUX-SAINT-JACQUES,
DOMAINE TORTOCHOT

Tasting at Domaine Tortochot

The vineyards that sit above the Grands Crus of
Chambertin are some of our favourites. Of course,
there is the Premier Cru of Clos Saint-Jacques,
believed by many to be of Grand Cru quality, but
there are also the brilliant wines of Les Goulots and
Combe-aux-Moines to the north and the wines of
Estournelles-Saint-Jacques and Lavaux-Saint-Jacques
directly to its south. All the wines have an added level
of freshness, no doubt from their altitude, but also
the prevailing cold wind that flows down the valley.
Combine this with the red berry fruit of Chambertin
and these vineyards can take your breath away. Chantal
Tortochot and her team made some beautifully
delicate wines in 2019 and their Lavaux-Saint-Jacques
is stunning. Her vines actually border Clos SaintJacques, making this bargain buy ever more enticing. ◆

We’ll offer wines as and when they are released;
please contact your Account Manager to register interest
in particular cuvées.
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ADAPT OR DIE

In the cellar at Domaine de Montille

The 2019 vintage was the second in a trio of hot years for Burgundy, the
region’s producers fast becoming used to what is the new norm. Here Sophie
Thorpe looks at how global warming is impacting the Côte d ’Or and what
the region’s vignerons are doing to cope with their shifting climate

“C’est quoi, traditionnel, aujourd’hui?” Marion
Raphet half-jokes as we talk about the 2019
vintage, tasting her family’s bottlings at Domaine
Gérard Raphet. Since 2011, it feels like Burgundy’s
vignerons have been on a rollercoaster: with hail
(2012, 2013, 2014 and 2016), heatwaves (2018,
2012), frost (2016 and 2017 for Chablis) and even
the influx of Drosophila suzukii – an Asian fruit fly –
after a particularly mild winter (2014).
While global warming is nothing new to farmers – in
Burgundy or elsewhere, 2019 feels like it marks a shift,
with the threat of climate change suddenly all the
more tangible. The year was full of extremes, from an
unusual hard frost in April to a hot, dry season that
really challenged vines – and growers. (Read more
about the specific conditions of the 2019 growing
season on page nine.) But in a region where tradition
reigns supreme, where the way in which producers
farm their vines and make their wines is passed down
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from generation to generation, evolution is now
imperative – and, as Mickaël Haratyk of Domaine
Joblot lamented, “Some producers don’t change.”
Harvest dates have gradually been creeping back,
and – as Frédéric Weber at Bouchard explained –
“It’s more and more difficult to pick a good date.”
In 2020, Burgundy saw some of the earliest harvest
dates on record – often extremely similar to those of
2003. Joseph Colin pointed out, however, that August
harvests aren’t new – in 1553 producers started picking
in Meursault on 14th August. He argues that the region
has always had periods of warm weather that lasted 20
to 30 years; it’s a cycle. The question, however, is how
long the cycle lasts – and whether growers or the vines
can make great wine with fruit that is picked on 1st
August. Haratyk echoed this sentiment, noting that
harvests today are a month earlier than 25 years ago;
with that pace of climate change, it’s hard to imagine
what things will be like in another 25 years’ time.
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The focus for growers used to be on getting enough sugar
ripeness, with chaptalisation almost rote in decades of
yore, but now it’s about retaining balance in the wines.
The decision of when to pick is driven by acidity levels, to
retain the essential freshness and elegance that defines fine
Burgundy as we know it. At Joblot, there was a time when
11.5% potential alcohol equated to fruit that was ready
for picking; now it is naturally never less than 14%. They
know they’ll have the necessary sugars and maturity (with
phenolic ripeness achieved easily), the challenge is to make
sure nature’s generosity is off-set by the requisite acidity.
But what else are the region’s vignerons doing to adapt to
a new, warmer Burgundy? In the vineyard, producers can
look at how they manage between the rows: ploughing is
increasingly avoided, as it releases valuable moisture from
the soils. The use of cover crops is another consideration;
while they can help avoid erosion and preserve top soil
on slopes, they also present a rival for precious nutrients
and water. Growers can delay pruning, which in turn
can delay budburst, helping to limit the impact of frost
on the vines. Something that many producers emphasise
is the importance of a thicker, taller and leafier canopy.
While once vines would have been trimmed neatly, and
leaves stripped to allow the sun to reach the grapes and
aid ripening, today producers are limiting this work,
wanting to shield grapes from the heat and limit their
exposure. Charles van Canneyt, for example, still trims
his vines, but lets them grow higher than he used to,
and doesn’t leaf-strip at all. At Joblot, they work with
a thicker canopy these days, and let the lateral shoots
– that previously they’d have trimmed – grow freely.
However, a thicker canopy brings its own potential
problems, as Philippe Jouan noted, explaining that
oidium (powdery mildew) is now the biggest issue in the
vineyard. A thicker canopy means less airflow, creating
a more humid environment within the canopy and
therefore disease pressure.
Many producers believe that mature vines are key – their
deeper root systems able to reach water reserves, and
with age are thought to gain a natural stability, enabling
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them to withstand more extreme temperatures. Marion
Raphet (Domaine Gérard Raphet) explained how her
old vines were so much more resistant to the rising
temperatures; noting that even in a year as hot as 2020,
the old vines were still green when we visited in midOctober. But some producers have seen old vines struggle
in the dry conditions of 2019 and 2020. Benoît Stelhy
at Georges Lignier, a proud proponent of permanent
grass grown between his vines, saw his old vines seriously
impacted by water stress, with the resulting yields so
unviably low that they have made him seriously question
the way he is working. He is now wondering if perhaps
having intra-row grass cover is more important in
young vineyards, where their natural vigour needs to be
countered by competition.
In the winery, there are plenty of benefits to the riper
fruit: there’s no need for chaptalisation, and it is in
general easier to extract colour, tannin and flavour.
However, that same ripeness and the associated lower
acidity levels, can pose problems. As Chantal Tortochot
explained this year, above 13% alcohol, natural yeasts can
struggle – meaning that we may see more commercial
yeast (which can guarantee wines ferment to dryness)
in use. The higher pH of these musts also increases

the risks of bacterial spoilage, hence producers need to
be particularly careful handling them – with hygiene,
temperature control and/or the careful use of sulphur of
increasing importance. Benoît Stelhy described how he
is trying to recreate the cold of yesteryear’s winters; he
cools his wines before putting them into barrel, therefore
delaying the onset of malolactic fermentation (as the
region’s cool temperatures would naturally have done
after an October harvest). By doing so, he can avoid
adding sulphites at this stage, feeling the wines can
therefore benefit more from micro-oxygenation in barrel,
before malolactic fermentation takes place when the
wines naturally warm up in the spring.
But these measures will only work in the short-term;
as the region warms further, producers need to start
looking further ahead. Re-planting vineyards with
rootstocks better suited to today’s climate is likely to
be necessary (not to mention considering other issues
posed by current rootstock selections; see Jasper Morris
MW’s article on page 39). “The vines that are in their
prime today,” William Kelley explains, “were planted
with a view to early ripening in a marginal climate; in
much warmer conditions, the choices of rootstock and
vine genetics made in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s –

A view across Vosne-Romanée
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In the cellar at Gros Frère & Soeur

even by producers aspiring to high quality – are close
to the opposite of what’s required today.” Such a shift,
of course, takes time – with the need to leave vineyards
fallow between re-planting for several years, and a
minimum three-year wait for vines to produce fruit, or
longer for fruit of serious quality.
Experimental plantings of Syrah and Malbec in the
region feel a little ahead of the curve, but there will
certainly be a need to adapt clonal selections. The rise in
the popularity of Aligoté – frost-resistant, early-ripening
and high-acid – is no coincidence, and some suggest
that it could be a solution for retaining freshness in the
region’s whites. Small percentages of Aligoté and Pinot
Blanc were once planted amongst the Chardonnay in
even the grandest of Crus, and it’s something William
Kelley would like to see make a comeback, feeling it
“would help white Burgundies retain the tension and
acidity we prize so highly”.
As the mercury rises, we’re already seeing a shift in the
sites that thrive. Until now, many of the sites considered
the “best” are mid-slope with good exposure and
drainage, basking in the sun, often with relatively little
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topsoil; increasingly this simply isn’t what is needed
in the climate. “The big winners are places such as
the Hautes-Côtes,” Kelley explains, “which are today
enjoying a climate that’s very similar to what the Côte
de Beaune and Côte de Nuits experienced in the 1990s.”
Gros Frère & Soeur has even planted a plot of Pinot
Noir at the very top of the Côte, beyond the limits of
the Burgundy appellation, at altitudes that would once
have been impossible. Plots that were once unviable now
are, and sites previously deemed “lesser” for their cool,
marginal temperatures are being favoured. Similarly, sites
with deeper, more clay-rich soils, with greater waterholding capacity, are becoming more desirable with drier
conditions. As Benoît Stelhy noted in 2019 and 2020,
Clos Saint-Denis with its poor soils struggled more
than, say, Clos de la Roche. Alvina Pernot noted that two
of her parcels either on the edge of or in the middle of
forested areas (Meursault Premier Cru La Pièce sous le
Bois and Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru Clos de la
Garenne) are shielded from the sun, preserving acidity
and freshness in the wines. The long-term viability of
some sites, however, is hanging in the balance.
Producers are increasingly aware of the threat that
climate change poses. As Charles van Canneyt explained,
at the moment they are only seeing the benefits – with
riper fruit and more concentrated musts – but they’ll
need to learn how to handle, and battle, the negatives
too. While the future might be uncertain, producers are
slowly but surely adapting. As Benoît Stelhy noted when
discussing the benefits of organics, it’ll do for now – but
does it give an answer for tomorrow? “We have to go
further,” he said, a sense of urgency in his voice. It’s a call
to arms, and one that producers will have to follow. For
now at least, the wines are arguably better than ever; let’s
hope that will long be the case. ◆

Sophie Thorpe joined FINE+RARE
as our Brand Content Editor in August
2020; an MW student, she’s been short-listed
for the Louis Roederer Emerging Wine
Writer Award twice.
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THE ROOT OF THE MATTER

Dead vines stacked up in the vineyard

We like to imagine the life of a Burgundian vigneron

as one of the happiest in the world; a bucolic existence
in the vineyards, or else surrounded by casks, vats and
bottles of their gorgeous bottles. We rather enjoy the
product ourselves – despite the occasional irritations of
a corked or otherwise flawed bottle resulting in a failed
experience. Still, the only loss is of that specific bottle.
Sometimes there can be clouds in a vigneron’s life, storm
clouds. A hailstorm might destroy the crop in one sector
of a vineyard: that cuvée disappears off the map for a
whole year, the vigneron’s work for the season destroyed
in a single half hour. Or, though we have not seen this
for many years, an entire vintage may be compromised by
torrential rain throughout the harvest.
It is hard to imagine what it can be like to lose a whole
year’s crop in one go, but how much worse must it be
when there is an existential threat to the life of the vine
itself. Two recent threats have been the disease esca,
known as the black goo in some parts of the world,
and flavescence dorée. Both can bring rapid mortality to
individual vines, but can be treated.
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Now there is a new and insidious problem to contend
with: one of the key rootstocks widely used in Burgundy
seems to be giving up on the job. The 161/49C rootstock
has been the favourite for a generation here. The C stands
for Couderc, specifically Georges Couderc who bred
this rootstock as far back as 1888, shortly after it had
become apparent that only vines grafted on to American
non-vitis vinifera rootstocks could resist the phylloxera
beetle. It is a Berlandieri x Riparia cross, designed to be
relatively resistant to active limestone (very important
in Burgundy), and is not over-productive: indeed, it
has been such an obvious choice for producers looking
for quality over quantity that it has been exceptionally
widely planted in Burgundy of late.
But 161/49C is giving up on its job. The failures were
first seen in the south and south-west of France, and are
now widespread in Burgundy. The damage was mostly
done with more recent plantings: which may have given
rise to the theory of the rootstock having intrinsically
degenerated. However, another explanation has emerged,
that the younger vines do not have deep enough root
systems to be able to search out underground water,
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whereas the old vines with established root systems
appear to be able to carry on serenely. The story is still
unfolding and I doubt that we have all the answers yet.
I learn from Pl@ntGrape that 161/49C is theoretically
relatively resistant to drought, a view which may very
well be changing. Whereas discussions with vignerons a
few years ago were based around the assumption that this
rootstock which had been so good was suddenly failing,
as if it had run out of energy entirely or else the mother
plant had contracted some sort of disease, the view most
commonly heard is that this rootstock cannot manage
the new hotter, drier conditions.
In almost every cellar, a question about 161/49C yields
a glum response. Yes, we are suffering. At first vignerons
pulled out damaged vines and replaced them individually,
but when each following year the losses multiplied further,
the bullet of ripping out the whole plot has to be bitten –
demoralising, expensive and with repercussions for years
to come. You need to leave the plot fallow for at least
two years (wise old heads say five to seven years) before
replanting. The first mini-crop arrives three years later and
the vine does not really reach maturity for 20 years.
Antoine Jobard is pulling out a plot of Meursault
Genevrières that he only planted in 2017. Cyrielle
Rousseau adds an additional nuance: a plot of Clos de la
Roche recently replanted with three separate clones, all on
161/49C rootstock is suffering much worse in relation to
one of the three clones compared to the others. A further
headache is that it is not clear what to plant instead.
Among its close siblings – other Berlandieri x Riparia
crosses – are 420A, 5BB and Teleki 5C which are all now
being widely trialled in place of 161/49C: but the worry
persists that these too may develop the same issues.
Others are looking at 41B – quite widely used in
Chablis – which dislikes drought but does not die of it
according to Roger Saumaize (Pouilly-Fuissé), or 3309
which is tricky where there is a high active limestone
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An increasingly familiar sight:
holes showing where dying vines have been pulled out

content. François Lumpp in Givry has switched to 363
Montpellier though he noted pithily (and I have cleaned
it up a bit!), “When you buy stuff that’s rubbish, you
find out too late: whether it’s the cork, the barrel or the
cuttings from the nursery.”
Solutions will be found: a rootstock that can cope with
drought, doesn’t mind a bit of limestone, is later rather
than earlier ripening, and allows the vine to deliver fine
quality grapes. Auditions are being held now! One thing
is sure – smart producers are going to hedge their bets by
settling on a mix of different options, to avoid having all
their grapes in one basket. ◆
Jasper Morris – the man behind Inside Burgundy –
is a Master of Wine and leading Burgundy expert,
living, working and writing in the region. His report
on the 2019 vintage in Burgundy will be published
on Inside Burgundy in December.
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HOW TO ORDER
wine@frw.co.uk
frw.co.uk
or contact your Account Manager directly

TERMS + CONDITIONS
Our standard terms of sale apply to en primeur purchases.
Wines will be shipped from spring 2021 and can be stored in bond at
our warehouse or delivered directly to you, at which point Duty, VAT
and a delivery fee will be charged at the current rate.

Find out more about how en primeur works

CONTACT US
wine@frw.co.uk
London: +44 (0)20 7089 7400
Hong Kong: (+852) 2832 9986
Singapore: (+65) 9299 3250

